Identification of cell-type-specific genes of Volvox carteri and characterization of their expression during the asexual life cycle.
Volvox carteri possesses two morphologically and functionally distinct cell types: somatic cells and gonidia (asexual reproductive cells). To define the developmental programs involved in the differentiation of these two cell types, we have isolated 31 nonhomologous cDNA clones that hybridized to RNAs that were significantly more abundant in one cell type than the other. Details of the cell-type- and stage-specificity of expression of the transcripts detected by these cDNAs (plus five genes previously characterized by others) were examined by Northern-blot analysis. Accumulation patterns for the 19 gonidial transcripts fell into two distinct classes: transcripts of one gene were maximally abundant in very early cleavage, whereas transcripts of the other 18 did not reach maximal abundance until quite late in gonidial development. Similarly, the 12 somatic-cell-specific transcripts fell into two categories: transcripts of 5 "early" somatic genes became abundant soon after the completion of embryogenesis, whereas transcripts of 7 "late" somatic genes were not detected until later developmental stages. Expression of 3 other genes (two involved in flagellar development and one that encodes an extracellular matrix component) was also found to be restricted largely to somatic cells. These studies indicate that phenotypic differences between somatic cells and gonidia can be at least partially explained by differential regulation of RNA accumulation, and that there appear to be multiple patterns of accumulation of cell-type-specific transcripts within each cell type.